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UNIFOR:  

Bell stoops to new low by slashing 
technicians’ hours 
TORONTO - Unifor members call foul on Bell’s move to slash technicians’ hours across Ontario 
and Quebec.  

Hundreds of Technicians working for Bell are categorized as part-time in name only, regularly 
working 40-hour weeks for many years. Last week, Bell suddenly changed that, so that technicians 
across Ontario and Quebec are seeing hours and pay cheques cut in half. 

“This cruel tactic boils down to corporate greed. Bell has provided no validation for this reduction 
in hours,” said Jerry Dias, Unifor National President. “Bell is leaving Unifor members and their 
families with half of their regular wages, with no prior warning to find other work.” 

 For years Bell has eroded the number of jobs done by direct employees, increasing the number 
of contractors doing work for them both on and off shore. 

“Make no mistake, Bell is slashing workers’ hours to first cut costs then contract out to lower paid, 
non union contractors,” said Renaud Gagné, Unifor Quebec Director. “Our members have 
mortgages and bills like any other Canadian, How will they be able to plan for the future with Bell 
suddenly cutting hours that have been steady for many years?” 

Unifor will not stand by while Bell continues to erode the quality and number of unionized jobs. 
These tactics include moving jobs, unfair performance management, outsourcing, and now this 
new attack on the hours of technicians. 

Bell Technicians install and maintain all of bell’s services in businesses and homes across Ontario 
and Quebec. These members often brave difficult conditions to keep Canadians connected. 

For more information, please contact Unifor Director of Communications Natalie Clancy 
at Natalie.Clancy@unifor.org or 416-707-5794 (cell) 
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Source: 

https://unifor.org/en/whats-new/press-room/bell-stoops-new-low-slashing-technicians-hours 

 
Contact Information 

Unifor Local 25 412-73 Richmond St. W. Toronto, ON M4H 4E8 unifor25.com 
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